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NCAA reprimands Racer athletics
BY J ASON B ILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

The NCAA Committee on
Infractions released a report
March 24 regarding four self"reported infractions at Murray
State beginning in 1997.
The infractions were classified
as secondary. Murray State Athletic Director E. W. Dennison said for
a violation to be a major infraction,
there had to be a prior record of
violatic>ns and intent or malice to
misinform the NCAA about the
situation.
Two of the infractions involved
the men's basketball program,
while the other two focused on the
football program.

In the spring of 1997 the NCAA
received information from a confi·
dential source alleging numerous
recruiting and other violations
reportedly committed by the
men's basketball program. The
allegations were investigated for a
three month period and turned out
to be false. Dennison said Murray
State discovered and self-reported
the first of four secondary violations during the investigation.
Murray State was not penalized
for three of the infractions, but the
penalty enforced by the NCAA for
the fourth violation was reducing
the number of men's basketball
coaches who are permitted to contact and evaluate prospects off
campus. For 34 days during the

2000-01 academic year, only one
coach will be permitted to contact
prospect.; off campus.
Dennison said the athletic
department and the NCAA Committee on Infractions had a good
relationship while working on
resolving the issue.
"ft's through a combination of
self-reporting and working with
the NCAA through the entire
process that we found out these
secondary infractions," Dennison
said. "As long as the NCAA rules
manual is 500 pages thick, there
are going to be some minor infractions and the NCAA knows this."
Murray State hired NCAA compliance coordinator Christian
Pope in 1999 to help avoid future

violations.
The original infraction, dealing
with men's basketball was discov·
ered during an annual NCAA
compliance evaluation performed
by the athletic department during
the summer of 1997, just a few
months after Dennison took over
as athletic director.
The first infraction related to
four academically ineligible Murray State men's basketball players
who were employed by people
who had an interest in the Murray
State athletic program during the
1996-97 season.
According to the report, a coach
arranged employment for the athletes against regulations.
Please see VIOLATIONS/14

E. W.
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DENVER jOHNSON
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The Probe
As a result of th(' infractions Murray St.ttc h<b develop~ a sNit'S of self·
imposed, NCAA-approved correcttve actions to ensure future compliance
with NCAA rules.
• A written procedure was dweloped For reporting coaches' athleticallyrelated income and benefits from sources outside the University.
• The former head football coach Uohnson) received a written reprimand for
his involvement in two findings in the repurt.
• A written procedure was developed for reporting violatinns of NCAA
rules.
• Monthly compliance education ml'Cting:; for coaches were expanded
• Beginning with the 1998-99 academic year, a procedure for monitoring stu·
dent-athlete employmE.'nt was implt•mentE.'d.
•In July 1999, an NCAA n1mplianc:e coordinator's position was cre.ltcd, and
oulc;idc audits of the aUlletic department, including the Racer Foundation,
are planned.

Swimming pool
plans in works

Pound Puppies

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
NEWS EDITOR

This summer the recreational facilities
on campus will expand. Facilities Management will begin construction on a 30 by 75
foot, heated swimming pool between
Springer and Franklin Colleges.
The estimated cost of the swimming
pool is $175,000 and comes from the University general fund. This price includes
safety features such as a fence system,
card reader access at the gate and a camera
security system.
Future p lans also include constructing
another smaller swimming pool outside of
Regents and White Colleges.
"That may be dependent on the success
of the first one," Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said.
Robertson said this is a project that has
been discussed for several years.
"We are trying to provide more recreational options for students to make it
more attractive to stay on campus,"
Please aec POOU14

IN AN EFFORT
TO PROVIDE
MORE
RECREATION
AND TO
RETAIN
STUDENTS,
FACILITIES
M ANAGEMENT
Will PROVIDE
THE MEANS TO
CONSTRUCT A
SWIMMING
POOL.

RCA questions
laura Deaton/The News

here are currently 29 dogs like this one available for adoption at the
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter located at 81 Shelter Lane.
They cost $23 each, including the costs of all their shots. Volunteers are
also needed by the shelter to walk, bathe and socialize the animals.

For more

information,
see stories
on page 8

Internet fueling interest for .upcoming g&s-out
THE NATION·
WIDE GA5-0UT
IS AN ATTEMPT
TO PROTEST
THE CURRENT
INFLATED GAS
PRICES.

ed, at all costs, not to buy gas.
Mass participation will determine
the success of the effort. Several driAll across America, people a re emp- vers, including James Atherton, senior
tying their pockets and counting pen- from Mayfield, are skeptical.
nies for a tank of gas. Oil companies
"I don't think it will do any good,"
may not anticipate, the number of pea-· Atherton said. "Do you think that they
pie at the pump to plummet to an all- will care if a couple of people don't buy
time low.
gas?"
Other students disagree. Mandi
Currently there is an Internet-driven
proposal to wage war against the gas Falat, junior from Carbondale, Ill., said
companies. The effort, known as a she plans on participating in the gas"gas-out" is scheduled to occur out next weekend because she feels
between April 7 and 9.
that "things have gotten way out of
To prep.1re for the gas-out, partici- hand ."
pants are encouraged to fill up their
Although the gas-out is a national
tank on Thursday, April 6. Because the ~vent, local gas stations may suffer.
weekend tS usually the busiest time for
"l imagine it will affect bu:;iness
gas stations, participants are instruct- somewhat," Jennifer Tumer, clerk at
BY LOREE S TA RK
STAFF W~ITER

Reminder
Do not
forget to
spring
your
docks
forward
Saturday n ight for
daylight-saving time.

\

PAGE 5
John Gibson
writes about
the trials
and
tribulations
of
"bumping"
and the effects it has on
society.

Murray's Coastal, said.
Despite her affiliation with the gasoline industry, Turner said she supports
the boycott.
The Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries, which collectively produces approximately 40 percent
of the world's oil supply, met on Monday and Tuesday to dbcuss raising the
international output of oil to world
markets.
On Tuesday, OPEC agreed to
increase the output by 1.7 million barrels a day. However, according to
reports on CNN's
web site,
www.cnn.com, the increase will only
balance the current supply and
demand, which may mean gas prices
won't be coming down anytime soon.

PAGE7
The l FC will decide in two
weeks whether to welcome
back the Kappa Alpha
Fraternity to Murray
State's campus.

PAGE 10
The Miss MSU pageant
will take place Saturday
night. Find out what
criteria the judges use to
select a winner of the
competition.

motives of merger
BY

C.

RYAN SHELTON

STAFF WRITER

The Residential College Association
continued to discuss expanding the role it
plays in the Student Government Associa·
tion. SGA President Brandon Kirkham
attended the Monday RCA meeting and
answered questions in an attempt to dear
up misunderstandings.
The proposed plan would create eight
new residential college senators and one
new senator-at-large. These representatives would be e lected from the residential
coJieges along w ith the RCA officers. It
would also add the RCA president to the
SGA Executive Council and create an
RCA committee chaired by the RCA vice
president on the Campus Activities
Board.
The new Ci,\B committee will be in
charge of all RCA programming. This
would free up RCA funds to do other
internal projects, such as attending conferences.
Funding is a major point 1lf contention
in the debate. RCA Secretary/ Treasurer
Please see

Fo R THE
SECOND
CONSECUTIVE
WEEK RCA
POSTPONED A
VOTE TO
SUPPORT THE
PROPOSAL
WHICH
WOULD MERGE
IT WITH SGA.

RCA/14

PAGE 11
Murray State Head
Football Coach Joe Pan·
nunzio has the Racers
braving all elements in
their quest for an OVC title
next fall.

Sports editor Jason
Billingsley previews the
upcoming major league
baseball season at
www.thenews.org/mlb.ht
ml.
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Association schedules
music, acrobatics

Today:
H ig h: 67
Low: 44
Saturday:
Partly Cloudy
High: 73

The Murray Civic Music
Association will hold two
events during the mon th of
April in Lovett Auditorium.
The American Chamber Players w ill perform April 9 at 2
p.m. Characterized as "one of
today's most exciting and innovative chamber music ensembles," the group performs a
wide range of works from all
periods of classical music.
The Shangri-La Chinese
Acrobats will visit April 13 at
7:30 p.m. The act features Chinese acrobatics, tricks of balance and Kung Fu acts.
Admission for MCMA members is free. Non-MCMA members may purchase tickets at the
door 45 minutes prior to the
event for $15 for the Chamber
Players and $20 for the Acrobats. Senior citizens receive a $2
discount. For additional information, phone 762-3737.

Low:48
Sunday:
Partly Cloudy
High : 74
Low: 58
Monday:
Scattered
Thunderstorms
High: 75
Low: 54
ifuesd ay:
Scattered
Showers
High: 68
Low: 44
Wednesday:
Partly Cloudy
High: 66
~ow:~
Source:

:J'he Wealher Channel

Lions Club sponsors
leadership workshop

www.weather.c:om

The Murray State Lions Club
is sponsoring "Lessons in Leadership" Saturday from 11:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. in Special Education Building Room 341. Activities in the seminar will inclu de
conflict management, problem

NEWS
HQwto
.
reach us
'

am pus
Wind Ensemble holds
car wash for Europe trip

solving, social styles inventory
and lectures about leadership.
Sandwiches,
chips
and
desserts will be provided
throughout the event. To
RSVP
to
either
attend,
msulions@murraystate.edu or
leave a message at 762-2854.

To raise money for its performance in England next month,
the Murray State Symphonic
Wind Ensemble will hold a car
wash at Murray Wal-Mart on
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Child center holds
open house for parents

Pony Pull to ride into
Western Kentucky Expo

The Ruby Simpson Child
Development Center will hold
an open house Sunday fro!l' 2
to 4 p.m. All those interested in
programs offered by the center
are encouraged to consult with
the staff an d enjoy refreshments. The center offers halfday preschool sessions for ages
3 to 5 for the morning session
and ages 3 to 8 for the evening.
For more information, phone
the center at 762-4633.

Sportman's Pony Pullers
Association will host the 157th
Annual Tator Day Pony Pull at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Expo Center on Saturday.
Weigh-in time is from 7 to 11
a.m. and the pull will begin at
noon. Admission is $4 per person. Children under 12 are
admitted free. For more information, contact Doug Hester at
(270) 435-4036.

Supennan search on
in Metropolis, Ill.
The search is on for a man big
enough to fill the shoes of the
legendary Superman. The city
of Metropolis, Ill., is looking for
a male to play the character of
Superman during the Metropolis Superman Celebration June
8 to 11. fnterestt.-d applicants
should contact the Metropolis
Area Chamber of Commerce at
(618) 524-2417.

Editor-ln..Chlef: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Yaewpoint 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
• Advertiiing: 76~44 78
'i)o.," :~ .. • Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

Cookbooks sold as
fund-raiser for Relay
"Cooking with the Catering
Crew," a cookbook, is now
available in the Food Services
office on the Curtis Center first
floor for $10, with $1 from each
copy being donated to the Food
Services Relay for Life Team.

"Campus Briefly" is compiled
each week by Morgan Hardy,
assistant news editor, and
Melissa Stoneberger, assistant
college life editor.

Jeremy R Edwards/The News

Halls of learning: Melissa Corn, graduate student from
Pinckneyville, Ill., studies with only books for company in Water fie ld Library.

"THE MURRAY STATE NEWS ONLINE" FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT WHICH
GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS" AND A DAILY
COlUMN IN THE "ONLINE" SECTION .

THENEWS.or

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm

1t1~ murt\ 1) 'l~lle ll~'"'' on li

College Life: http://www.thenews.org/life.htm
Viewpoint: http://www.thenews.org/opinion.htm
Sports: http://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
Online: http://www.thenews.org/online.htm

www.thenews.org
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Student presentutions will be Thursday, April 6
at 4:30 in the Barkley Room. Presentations will
be judged by a panel of local businesses who
have contributed awards of $100, $50 and $25.
Sponsors are Murray Bank, BeJJSoutb, and
Mur ray-Culloway Co. Hospital.

The MSU Technoloc lo'orum is 11 three-Jay event in which faculty
make presentations un oil a..pech uf tcchnolo11y in the classroom.
There are pcl\ter o;e,~ion~. worl.;~hups. ;k·mMstmtions of new
technology and <,tudcnl tratntng event~ '>l.'heduh:d as well. Thh ye<~r
students willubo present d;s~sroom ~~~,ianml'nts in whkh they have
used tcchnulngy in u cOUI'lll' uctivity. Univcl'!iity ~taff and
representatives from urea :.chuols arc welcome l<l uucnd. There is no
conference fee ami regi'lrl1tinn h not re<Jilired. All ~Cs\iOO\ will be
held In the Curris Center thsrd Ot>or.

Student Tralnln&

· OilK Leadership

Fall '0' Leaders
Fraternity
Katrina James
Stephanie Warford
Stephanie Warford
Angela Arnold
Chery Osting
Congratulations
Beth Ann Slinker Josie O'Rourke
Jamie Vier kant

for being named

·r,x Sweetheart!

GOOD LUCK

Angela Arnold and
Christian Cruce in the

Miss MSU Pageant!

Butlding a Web Page

4:()0..5:00

JOONAP

Ikveloping Your
Electronic Ponfolio

2:30-3:15

Freed Curd

U\ing. the library
from Anywhere

12:30-1:15

Po\\erPoint

3:00-4:00

8 8 456

Gelling the Must fmrn
Campus Computinjl

2:00-2:45

Fl'ffd Curd

Using the Library
from Anywhere

LOO· I:45

fo'l'ffd Curd

Faculty Seaalona
Blackboard Course Info

11:30-12:15 '

~akmg

Your Point Vs~ullll)" Using
und Hsgh Qunlity
Graphic~ 10 Enhance Leammg

12:30-1 :15

Online Assignment~

1:30-2:15

Incorporating Tbird·l'ar1y
E-Truining into Courn: Marcriah

2:)0.3:15

Exploring Electronic Pnnfulio$:
Has the Time Come?

3:30

Qualuy !\sues in Online F.dm:ation

8:00-9:15

Sumulauon~

fll205

F1·iday

Y:30·10
8:00.9 00

Building a Web Page

BB 456

Fatuity Note: If you will be requiring your clru;s tO attend
training c:all ACTS ut 2~35 to reserve space for your ~lu
dcnts. We will maintain ~ign · in sheets :11 faculty rc4uest.
Additional ~e,~ion~ will be \ChetluiC\1 lh needed.

I~

Is Anyone Out There'! ~llmulating &
Gradsng Student Onlinc Panidp;uion

11 :30 - 12:1~

lhting Online. Cun you trustu ?
What chorcc do yuu hav~'!

1:00-1:45

U\ing the Web to Enh:mcc

I~Jl

Classes

.N J0.2;45

PRIZES

Emergsng Tcchnolugics

3:00-3:30

Notebook Computer

Gateway

Gelling Stltr1cd Onhnc: Dilferent
Stmkcs for Dirf~"TCill Folks

3:30-4:15

$500 Travel Funds

Cabletron

Studcnt

Palm Pilot

Boise Cascade

SWEEPS~l"AKES

Freedom Writer

Boxlight

IYear Inter net Service

APEX

6 Months Cable Service

Charter
Communications

Academic Computing
and Technology Services (ACTS)

Pre~cntations

4:30

Consumer Corner: Buying, Selling and
Besng a SI!\'VY Onhnc Consumer

7:30-!1: 15

GIS A<:ross the Cunkulum

8:30·9: IS

Full Teltl fwm the Desktop: Using
the KCVI. Oasubaw

9:30· 10:1~

Now Th:ot We've Gns Thl.'lll, What l)o We
Do With Tht•m'! Ma\imi1ing Class Time
in Cnmpuscr Lui"

10:30·11·15

Emcr1png Tcchnnlugit•,

II : 15·12:00

Murray State University
;lOO N Applied Sciences
(270) 761·2535

campua.murray•tate.ectu

l:l:OO ( 'irund lh·uwinll
Curl'iN Ccnlt.•l' 3rd l·lnn•· C 'unt.·nur.o..·

1>1·. Urockuuy

l
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•Police Beat
FRIDAY, MARCH 24

4:11 p.m. There was a report of

alcoholic beverages at the Intramural Field.
7:37 p.m. Emergency medical
services were dispatched to
White College for a student with
a possible head injury. The student refused treatment and was
taken to the Murray-Callaway
County Hospital Emergency
Room by friends.
10:35 p.m. An argument taking
place in Clark College was broken up by campus police.
11:10 p.m. There was a noise
complaint in the 700 block of
College Courts. Housing was
notified.

12:08 a.m. People were reported
to be consuming alcohol in the
parking lot of the 100 block of
College Courts.
12:21 a.m. A window was broken
in Clark College.
3 a.m. Housing informed campus police it would address the
broken window. A, non-student
was escorted from Clark College.
7:30 a.m. Contractors were servicing the alarms at Hester College.
8:10 a.m. A fire alarm was triggered at Mason Hall. Everything
was found to be OK.
11:29 a.m. A non-injury accident
was reported at the Business
Building.
1:30 p.m. A theft report was
recorded at the Mid-America
Remote Sensing Center.
3:41 p.m. An elev<Jtor was stuck
at White College. The Murray
Fire Department was notified.

SATURDAY, MARCH 25
3:30 il..m. A caller reported a window broken in Richmond College.
3:54 a.m. A student reported a
person knocking on his door and
removing articles from the door.

w w w

•

6:59 a.m. A theft of a compact
disc player was recorded.
7:57 a.m. An l'ievator was stuck
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The Murray Fire Department
and Facilities Management were
notified.
11:21 a.m. The theft of a compact
disc player in the Hester College
parking Jot was reported.
2:07p.m. A person acting suspiciously at RSEC was reported.
3:14 p.m. Smoke was reported in
the White College elevator shaft.
The Murr.1y Fire Dcp.utment
was notified.
9 p.m. An alarm was triggered in
the Special Education Building.
11:41 p.m. Subjects were reported to be pulling door handles in
the 700 block of College Courts.

reported at Springer College.
Everything was OK. A student
was programming her phone.
9:51 p.m. Skateboarders were
reported on University Drive.
They were asked to leave.

MONDAY, MARCH 27
12:04 a.m. An alarm was triggered at the Clara Eagle Art
Gallery. Everything was OK.
8:38 p.m. People were grilling
out near Franklin College. They
were asked to move away from
the building.
8:14 p.m. There was a parking
problem on Poplar Street.

TUESDAY, MARCH 28
8:43 a.m. A student reported
finding a missing bike.
2:33 p.m. ·A hit and run was
reported at the Stewart Stadium
parking lot.
4:26 p.m. The Horse Bam call

SUNDAY, MARCH 26
1:17 p.m. A bike theft was
reported.
2:53 p.m. A 911 hangup was

Th e Ne w s
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box was reported inoperable.
an officer at the Stewart Stadium
4:58 p.m. The Murray-Calloway parking lot. A person was
County Hospital advised a stu- unloading things from a vehicle.
dent was injured at the emer- Everything was reported OK
gency room. The student was after a parent was found trading
treated and released.
cars with the student.
5:30 p.m. There was an argument 9:32 p.m. The back door Racerat Regents College. The front card reader at Franklin College
desk requested an officer.
was reported inoperable.
5:32 p.m. The request for an offi·
cer was canceled. A non-student WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29
left the building and everything 9:40 a.m. High school students
was reported OK.
were parking in the Carman
6:34 p.m. There was a noise com- Pavilion.
plaint west of Hart College. It 5:33 p.m. Trouble was reported
was because of a large group of with the left elevator in Regents
people. Everything was OK.
College.
6:49 p.m. Two students were
advised to tum down their car Racer Escorts - 6
radios.
Motorists Assists -10
7:31 p.m. Regents College reported trouble with the right elevator.
"Police Beat" is compiled by Mor7:55 p.m. There was a parking gan Hardy, assistant news editor,
problem at the sorority suites.
from materials available from Public
8:09 p.m. Racer Patrol requested Safety.

Grille Hours
Friday & Saturday nights

5-9 p.m.

DELICATESSEN

Deli Hours
Monday· Thunday
9:00 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday till 5 p.m.

216 N. 1Sth Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
(270) 753-1551 or 753-1520 Fax (270) 753-1554
All sandwiches come wtth choice of white, honey whett, rye,
pumpemikel bread, bagel or vegetable herb wrap.
COMBOS

SANDWICHES
TUNA SALAD
$3.95
THE POPLAR
$4.95 SprinJ water packed. dolpWa safe tuna.
lllllian herbed turk.ey or mesquite smoked
CHICKEN SALAD
$3.95
turk.ey, your choice of cheele, topping and Miss Elaine's recipe.
chips.
CURRY CHICKEN SALAD $3.95
THE DOGWOOD
Our oriain•l chicken salld with curry and
Hickory ham or black foreat bam, your
pecans.
choice of cheese, toppina tnd chips.
CALIFORNIA BAJA ROLL $3.95
THE POGUE
$4.95 Mesquite smoked turkey, sour cream tnd
Corned beef or pastrami, your choice of
fresh lettuce rolled in • veaetable herb
cheese, topping and chips.
wrap and silted aushl style.
THE CHESTNUT
VEGGIE WRAP
$3.95
Sauteed seasonal vejefables and sour
Regular or cuny chicken aalld with your
aeam in a vegetable her1J wrap.
choice of toppinas and chips.
GRILLED CHICKEN WRAP $5.75
THE ELM
$5.75
Chunks of grilled chicken, fresh lelluce.
Soup of the day, green salad and fresh
sour cream, Dani5h fontlna cheese, end
bread.
pico sauce in 1 vegetable herb wnlp.
THE SYCA~ORE !.'
$5.75
QUESADILLAS "'
$5.95
Veggte wrap, peen Wed and freih bread.
THE OLIVE
$5.75 Your choice of Nor-alan llmOked almon
or grilled chicken layered with onions, a
California baja roll,, soup of the day and
sprinkle of dill, Monterey jKk and
fresh bread.
cheddar cheese.
BAGEL, SMOKED SALMON AND
SOUP
CREAM CHEESE
$3.95
CHEESY POTATO SOUP
$3.00
.
,$ •
Norweguan smoked salmon
SOUP OF THE DAY
3 00 HAMBURGER
Fresh &round beef tnd your choice or
SALADS AND SIDES
toppings.
MIXED GREEN SALAD
$2.95 CHEESEBURGER
$4.00
Mi11ed lettuce, shredded carrots, cucumber Fresh ground beef with a choice of cheese
slices, bell pepper and tomato.
tnd toppinas.
SPINACH SALAD
$2.95 GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH
Fresh baby spinach. mandarin oranaes.
$4.50
mushrooms and walnuts.
FRIES
$1.00
FRUIT SIDE SALAD
$2.00
Fresh seasonal fruit.
SPECIALTY FOODS
POTATO SALAD
$2.25 BEER BATTERED CHICKEN
Made fresh daily wilh new potatoes.
FINGERS AND FRIES
$5.95
PASTA SALAD
$2.50 Chicken tenders in a beer baller with o
Penne paste tossed in pesto with sun-dried choice of honey mu5tard tnd barbecue
tomatoes end pine nuts.
dippina sauce.
GRILLED CWCKEN CAESAR
PESTO PASTA AND GRILLED
SALAD
$5.50 CHICKEN
~.95
Romaine lettuce and trlditional Caesar
Angel hair paste tOssed In fresh pesto and
dressing topped with our own croutons,
sun-dried tomatoet. Topped with grilled
fresh ll:alien parmesan and grilled
marinated chicken.
marinated chicken.
THAI PASTA AND GRILLED
PORTABELLA MUSHROOM
CHICKEN
$5.95
SALAD
$5.95 Angel hAir paMa t~sed with ~picy peanut
Mi~ted leuuce J>prinkled with fetA cheese
Thai Sauce and topped with tiiiTot~. green
and carmelized walnut~. Tupped with
onions and grilled mannated chicken.
portabella mushrooms sauteed in balsamic BLACKENED CHICKEN
vinegar.
FEITUCINE ALFREDO
$5.95
Cajun blackened chicken served over
fenucine coated with frem alfredo sauce.
All combos come with can drink.

•111 •._, Pott Honer._,...
of Oell AIMoM

.-ft.....,

• t t 5 oa.) Krot« Fruit fllnwt ..,.
Apple Cttwulmon Toetted 01t1

•(20 oa.IK,...... FroetH Pleltn
• tt'-1 oa.l Kelton'• c.m ...,.
• (t u.) Gil c.m Kb
• (tO oa.) QM CMerfn

TYSON

WHOLE FRYERS

Selected Varieties

IIOUIITAIN IIRfl; Regular, Diet -or- CtHtlnt Free

CEREAL SALE

PEPSI COLA

PACK
12 oz.
cans
WITH PLUS CARD

RIB END
PORK
ROAST

$199

HORMEL

·•ON....!IS-

lb.
WITH PlUS CARD

BUBBA
BURGER

$599

Made From U.S.O.A.

Choice Chuck

WITH PI.US CARD

2. :5

KROGER
MILK

All Verletlea

(plutlc gallon)

WITH Pt.UI CARD

24 PACK
BIGK
SOFT DRINKS

2,:5

CHIPS
AHOY!
COOKIES
NABISCO

(14.1 to 18 oz. pkg.)

WfTH Pt.US CARD

~88¢

MACARONI
& CHEESE
KROGER Dinner
(7.5 oz. box)

(12 oz. cen)

(21b, pkg.)

$299

WITH PlUS CARD

,
Family Pak

GROUND ROUND ·Or·
U.S.D.A. CHOICE •BtiNEA.ESS•

ROUND STEAK

. $1~

eAI.It=ORNIA
CHARMIN DOUIIU ROU.

IA.Ht.A • Ml • l..., ........_,,. . . f\
OIMCIIN.M..•·'"I • • ,,..._.. IOikh

NAVEL ORANGES

,..CN.L,..~

NORTHERH DOUaL£ ROLL

..... ,....

*.. R.

O..OIMA&. • 1M ' I filly .......
ut.t¥ . ,.. . ....,~Met.,,.

~ ft.

8L&8AG

JIMMY DEAN
(1 lb. roll)

2$5

WITH PLUS CARD

WITH PlUS CARD

PORK
SAUSAGE

$2~

STUFFED BREADS

ra2.:S

WITHI'C.U8CMII

RED RIPE
•
STRAWBERRIES
CALIFORNIA

f I.B. PKt:.

tor

WITH

,.Lua CAM

$1~«!
WITH Pt.US CARD

PORK
STEAKS
fomlly Pok

$169

Our rre~h baked white loaf with fillings and topprd with parmt~an chee<;e.
PORTABELLA & IIAVARTI • CAJUN TURKEY & PROVOLONE
ITALIAN HERB TURKEY & HAVARTI• RUEBEN
HAM & SWISS

$4.95
BAKERY
CINNAMON ROLL WITH CREAM CHEESE ICING......................... $1.40
HELLO DOLLIES L~tyered bar cookie with coconut, pecans. butterscotch and
chocolate chips................................. .....................................................,.................... $.95
BROWNIES Rich chocolate with walnuts and icing............................................... $.95
FRESH BAKED MUFFIN.....".................................................................... $.95
COOKIES .......................................................................................,...............$.50
CAKES AND PIES....................................................................... $2.10 TO 2.25
BISCOTil..................................................................................................... $.85
VARIOUS LOAVES AVAILABLE DAILY................................ $.95 TO $4.00

BEVERAGES
JOHN CONTI COFFEE............. $.95 ICED I HOT TEA.................... $.95
CAN SODA..........................
$.75 20 OZ. SODA......................... $1.10
ARIZONA GREEN n :A.......... $1.50 ROOT BEER............................ $.95
STARUUCKS FRAPPUCINO.• $1.50 ESPRESSO..................._........ $1.75
CAPPUCCINO, CAFE MOCHA, CAFE LATIE....................................$2.55
m

......

FREE DELIVERY!
Monday- Thursday lla.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday 11:00 a.m.- 5 p.m.
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Question Merger of organizations positive move
f he
Week
Fewer than four years ago,

rapid ascent blinded the

in the fall of 1996, the era of association from accepting
the Residentia 1 College possibly its largest step in its

What would you like
to see the new U.S.
president accomplish?

11

HE COUlD

CONVINCE THE

Association dawned to promote unity and diversity
among students who decided to live in campus housing.
At the time, few could
have envisioned the RCA
becoming the thriving, powerful organization it has
grown into today.
With the proposed merger
of RCA and the Student
Government Association on
the table, the next step in
RCA's growth process is
there for the taking. However, a prevalent question has
formulated: Has RCA's

maturation process?
The merger would double
the amount of representation
each residential college has
in the student senate, and it
would also add the RCA
president to the SGA executive council.
In addition, an RCA committee would be added to
the Campus
Activities
Board, which would allow
RCA access to money from
the Board for such events as
Hanging of the Green and
Family Weekend in addition
to the funds it collects from
on-campus residents.

This extra money wou ld
free RCA funds to sponsor
such events as leadership
conferences, yet the plan has
met much unwarranted
opposition throughout RCA.
The time has come for RCA
to take a look at itself and
reexamine its goals. Do its
members want to represent
their constituents to the
utmost of their ability, or do
they want to begin a power
trip to become equal or
stronger than SGA?
If the choice is the latter,
RCA might be in for a rude
awakening that could unravel all the long hours and
hard work the last four years
have harvested.

The proposal is not an
attempt to thwart the efforts
of RCA, and it will not force
the organization into a role
of a subsidiary to the SGA.
Anything short of RCA's
approval is a slap in the face
of the unity the organization
has strived fo r since its
inception. It would be a great
loss for a power struggle to
hamper the potential of a
merger.
The SGA has been, and
will continue to be, the ultimate, unified voice of the
student population, and the
RCA should welcome and
capitalize on the opportunity
to become SGA's right hand
organization.

Our View
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THE RESIDENTIAL
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A SSOCIATION IS
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POSITION:
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Students'
pool benefits
quite shallow
It may be a tired cliche, bu t
the University's proposal to
install swimming pools is all
wet.
The thought outdoor swimming pools can succeed at a
University where main sessions
take place in the fall and spring
is just short of preposterous.
How many people long to
lounge poolside in October?
At a time when student costs
for residential college living are
at an all-time high and occupancy at a relative low, administrators continue to throw
money at the problem, but they
are considerably off the mark.
Regents College and White
College have petitioned for
three years to have a volleyball
court placed in their common
back area. So instead of a $30
net, about $100 worth of lowgrade sand and a few sawed-off
logs, the administration considers the most effective option to
be a heated swimming pool,
potentially costing into the
thousands of dollars.
Students are not greedy. They
have not begged for this expenditure. Perhaps the faculty will
take advantage of the summer
sun while the rest of us go to
work.
It's not rocket science. It's not
even high school biology. Students are asking for lower costs
and simpler alternatives, and
the University has managed to
ignore both.

Our View
Issue:
A N OUTDOOR
POOL IS IN THE
WORKS FOR THE
RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGES.

POSITION:
STUDENTS WILL
NOT BE ABLE TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF SUCH AN
EXPENDITURE
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THE MATTER.
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Random thoughts pollute columnist's mind
Notes from my kitchen, where
the minor motion picture "The
Loser" was shot last week.
• Nervous breakdowns arc no
longer known as "nervous breakdowns," but as "Eustachys,"
named after Iowa State men's basketball coach larry Eustachy.
Eustachy went bers~rk after a call
went against his team late in last
week's NCAA Midwest Regional
FinJI.
•I see dead people.
• I have this bright idea. Why
don't we build swimming pools
outside the residential colleges?
All the students will h..we fun frolicking about in the pool, in the

great weather. Oh, wait. There
won't be anyone here during the
summer.
(Shot of columnist stamping
"Here's Your Sign" on his forehead.)
• Have you noticed I'm totally at
a loss of what to write about this
week? I'm just putting bits and
pieces together.
• Major League Baseball in
Japan. Why?
• If Major League Baseball in
Japan, why in the Tokyo Dome?
• The Kingdome. Good riddance. The only good thing about
the Kingdome was the 11J89
NCAA Tournament final.

• The Tokyo Dome. Wish that
could have been blown up simultaneously with the Kingdome.
• The 2000 presidential election:
Who cares?
• The 2000 Kentucky General
Assembly: I could care less.
• Going along with my theme of
blowing things up, my sister Loree
has added her wisdom to what she
would like to see destroyed . Her
nomination: Big KMart.
•Speaking of stadiums being
blown up, I would destroy
Philadelphia's Veteran's Stadium
with my bare hands.
• I wonder what the live CBS
television event ''Fail Safe" is

about?
• Tom Bodett, spokesperson for
Motel6, should be a hero to us all.
He says Motel 6 will "leave a light
on for us." But the "light'' Bodett
speaks of isn't just thl' bulb that we
put in our lamps; it is the light in
all of us, how we feel, what we
think. It is the light we see right
before we die. Many Americans
have fought for this light.
I knm....· this whole thing has no
point. 1 ch.1lk this up to having a
very empty mind .

My View

GREG STARK

"THE 2000
PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION:

Greg Slark is the vit•wpoint editor for
"Tht• Murray Sttlle News."
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Unitarian religion offers much for students
Hey, guess what? Did you know
there's a group of Unitarian Universalists in Murray? Indeed,
there is! "But what is a Unitarian
Universalist?" you may ask.
Welt there are many strange
myths floating around about Unitarianism. Some myths hold it is
some kind of weird cult, while
others hold that Unitarians are
anti-religious. None of these
myths are true. In fact, Unitarian
Universalism is not a new thing. It
has a deep and rich history.
Although
Unitarianism
is
founded on philosophies dating as
far back as 325 A.D., the first
church to call itself Unitarian was
founded in Transylvania in 1638.
Unitarianism grew throughout
Europe during the 17th and 18th
centuries.
The first church to be openly
Unitarian in America was established in 1796 by Joseph Priestly,
who is better known as the man

who discovered oxygen.
Unitarians have always stressed
religious tolerance and challenged
authority. During the 19th century, Unitarians in America took on
the social causes of abolishing
slavery and advancing women's
rights.
Today Unitarian Universalists
continue to stress religious tolerance, human rights, separation of
church and state and the freedom
of each individual to search for
truth in his or her own way.
Famous Unitarians include
Thomas Jefferson, Susan B. Anthony, Isaac Newton, John Locke and
Florence Nightingale.
I personally have been involved
in the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Murray, or ''UU" as it
is sometimes called, for almost
two years and it has been an
enriching experience. To find out
more about the group I interviewed our president, John Haley.

How would you describe the
philosophy of UUism?
"We believe in being tolerant
toward others' ideas and that the
search for truth is constant and
never-ending. Truth is evolutionary. Because of this, we believe
that individuals should always be
questioning the beliefs and standards of their culture."
What kinds of people are
involved in the fellowship here in
Murray?
"All kinds of people have been
involved, from all ends of the
spectrum, from liberal Christians
to Secular Humanists and everything in between."
What kinds of people are you
looking for?
"We're looking for people who
want to learn and question in an
atmosphere without persecution."
How did you come to be a UU?
"A friend of mine invited me to
the first meeting here in Murray. I

went and met people who had an
open-minded attitude toward religion. It was the first time I'd ever
felt comfortable discussing my
religious beliefs with a group.
Urutarian Universalism was definitely the spiritual direction I'd
been looking for.
What would you say to people
who are afraid they might not be
accepted at a UU meeting?
"Anyone who has an open mind
and is tolerant toward others'
beliefs is accepted. A person who
comes to a UU meeting should be
interested in having stimulating
conversation and exploring different ideas."
Rev. Jim Peyton is the minister
of the Unitarian Universalist
church in Hopkinsville. He has
recently agreed to be our minister.
I asked him what he would like to
see accomplished for the UU of
Murray in the future. He said he
would like to raise awareness

about our group and build our
congregation, ::.o hopefully we can
have our own building someday.
He believes with our own building, we would be better able to
offer an alternative to people who
may not be satisfied with traditional, organized religion.
1 couldn't agree more!
The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Murray meets every
other Sunday at 4 p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, located at 1620
W. Main St. The next meeting is
April 9.
For more information contact
Peyton at 759-8833 or e-mail him
at Uupeyton®cs.com or you canemail Haley at JHALEYl@prodigy.net. You can also find information about UUism at the Unitarian
Universalist Association web site
at http:/ / www.uua.org.

In My
Opinion

liSA BAKER
"IN FACT,
UNITARIAN
U NIVERSALISM
IS NOT A NEW
THING. IT HAS A
DEEP AND RICH
HISTORY."

Lisa Baker is a sophomore psyciiology
major from Bloomington, Ill.

American pastime
should stay in borders
UsTEN ~E\2..£ BoY~
IN TH'S
Wof2LD WE R.A'(
BY
RuLE.s!

MY

The fastest growing Japanese sport in
recent years is an American tradition:
baseball.
Japan hosted the season-opener for the
Chicago Cubs and the New York Mets
this year, following continued popularity
of the sport on the island over the years.
The once "American" pastime now
seems to be drawing a large Japanese
crowd.
Japan was at one time very much
against any western influence whatsoever. This policy changed when American
naval and trade expert Commodore
Perry showed up with 10 battleships and
threatened to open fire unless the Japanese agreed to trade with him. That's what
I call motivated salesmanship.
Since then, Japan has become a more
"Westernized" country. It has adapted
Western ideas and improved them. For
the most patt, the Japanese made them a
lot smaller, including COs, DVDs and
micro-cassette recorders. Now I'm wondering if the Japanese will a lso try to
shrink the game of baseball itself.
The baseball owners thought this
would be a good opportunity to not only
give people in Japan a chance to see
American baseball teams in action, but
also rake in a ton of money by overcharging for souvenirs and other items
sold at baseball stadiums throughout the
United States. It's no surprise the teams'
managers would try to fleece money out
of the Japanese fans. I mean, they've been
doing it to Americans for years. It was
only a matter of time before they
branched out.
No one can teU me those giant "We're
No. 1" foam hand things actually cost

more than $5 to make. Of course, people
stiU pay the ridiculous p rice because they
get caught up in the whole "I have to
have a trinket from a game" thing.
I stopped really caring about baseball
after the strike, when all the ball players
walked out because they were going to
put a cap on what they could get paid.
These people make in one season what it
takes the average person years to accumulate. I know executives for fortune 500
companies who don' t make as much as
these greedy babies.
I like the game of ba~~ball. I loved to
play it as a kid and I was decent at it. I
wasn't good enough to make it to the big
leagues, but that never reaJiy bothered
me. However, in the last few years, more
of these self-serving piles of greed on
wheels have dem.1nded money to the
point prices are almost out of control for
tickets and items <lt games. Many Americans have refused tn pay the outrageous
prices.
Bottom line, if the players and owners
wouldn't be so greedy, they wouldn' t
have to go to other countries to try to get
more money. And what's even funnier,
both the Cubs and Mets lost to the Japanese team, the Giants, in exhibition. That
should go to show them since the Japanese players are paid less than half what
the average American player makes.
I hereby make a plea to the owners and
players of Major League Baseball teams:
stop being so greedy, so fans don't have
to make $50,000 a year just to be able to
buy tickets and souvenirs at games.

In My

Opinion

jOE DAN DACUS

"IF THE PLAYERS
AND OWNERS

J

WOULDN'T BE
SO GREEDY,
THEY
WOULDN'T
HAVE TO GO TO
OTHER
COUNTRIES TO
TRY TO GET
MORE MONEY. "

Joe Dnn Dacus i~ the assistant sports rditor
for "The Murray State News."

Student gives tips to silence 'bumping' noise
Graduation from high school ney, George C. Scott and McPizza,
marked the end for many things. for example) while leaving us with
No longer would I spend time what we least de:.ire. For the sake
between classes in the halls plow- of shortening this rant, I will just
ing my way through the hordes of say the high value placed on
hormone-driven teen-agers.
"bumping" in our society is a perThe toughest decision at lunch fect example of the latter.
time would no longer be whether to
Of course, the only difference
have the imitation chicken ring now in college is that "Gangsta's
things or imitation soy burgers. Paradise" has been replaced by the
(Yeah, my school wasn't good soothing sounds (insert a helping of
enough for real soy.)
sarcasm here) of "Back That (DerNo longer would members of the riere) Up." Sorry guys, but I am
opposite sex shudder at the sight of just not hardcore enough to use the
my pale, gangly form strolling unedited version.
Now folks, by this time I am sure
goofily along ... OK, so that hasn't
changed either, except for the fact most of you have stopped reading
that my goofiness and gangliness this commentary to go in search of
something more worthy of being
has intensified three-fold.
Most importantly, the one thing I read, such as the nutritional tables
hoped would die was the idea held on a jar of peanut butter. Even as I
by many teen-agers at my high write this I have begun doing that,
school (and I know at many other so I apologize if I periodically break
schools) that the louder one could into a rant about how fattening the
play "Cangsta's Paradise" in his or stuff is. However, for the two peoher automobile, the cooler he or she ple that may for whatever reason
was.
still be reading this (my guess
Sadly enough, life can deal us a would be brain abnormalities), 1
cruel hand, taking away those assure you I am coming to my
things we most cherish Qim Var- point.

That point is, to put it all too
bluntly ... just stop with the "bumping." Or possibly I should say "rattling," since that is really all we
individuals walking around hear
anyway. Yes, I do realize I am
incurring the wrath of every No
Limit Soldier on campus even as I
write, but quite frankly I don't really care.
To put it even more frankly, I am
sure most of the intended audience
for this paper cannot even comprehend what I am writing right now
because the cells in their brains
have been pulverized beyond
repair by the "nanana-nahs" and
bass lines of modem rap. So this
lankified writer has little fear of retribution.
I would like to give a little advice
to all those would-be rattlers prowling the parking lots of Murray State
(and anywhere else, for that matter). First of all, the louder you can
make your trunk rattle does not put
you higher in the minds of ordinary, sensible human beings. To be
perfectly honest, we laugh at you
on a regular basis, and any gesture

you may interpret as being supportive of your hood rattling (i.e
hands raising the roof, head bobbing) is purely meant to be sarcastic.
Second, try not to slouch back too
far in your seats as you drive
around. I know this is required to
be a cool individual and aU, but it
makes it much more difficult for U$
to identify to whom we should
address our sarcastic observations
and comments.
Third, and tying in with the
whole driving issue, while you are
subjecting us to the sonic booms
emanating from your car, keep in
mind we have reasons for speed
limits in parking lots. You see,
some of us actually enjoy walking
across campus, and are not particularly fond of attempting to dodge
your speeding phat-mobiles careening uncontrollably around comers.
Finally, if you choose not to pay
heed to anything I have just written, at least remember this last bit of
advice: some of us actually enjoy
sleeping. And we are quite upset
when our sleep is interrupted in the

odd hours of the morning by
DMX's lack of musical and/or lyrical talent. So at least try to be somewhat respectful at night, if nothing
else.
Well, I am sure that I have
whipped up quite the anti-Gibson
mob. I am abo quite sure many of
you are going 'to say that I am simply poking fun at a group of people
whose life would be complete if
they could drive a bass tube on
wheels (with a rattling trunk, of
course). I can't deny this, and I certainly can't deny the f<~ct one has
the right to listen to whatever music
he or she pleases.
But remember before you choose
to pop in that new NAS CD and
prepare to further deteriorate the
structural integrity of your car, to
ask yourself how you would feel if
1 stood outside your window at 3
a.m. grunting incoherent lyrics <~s
you try to sleep, all while beating
on an incredibly distorted bass
drum.

fohn Gibson is a sophomore history
major fr,,m Robards.
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"I

DO REALIZE

I

AM INCURRING
THE WRATH OF
EVERY

No

LIMIT

SOLDIER ON
CAMPUS EVEN AS
I WRITE, BUT
QUITE FRANKLY,
I DON'T REALLY
CARE. "
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National Faculty arrives in Murray
to assist region in education efforts
BY M ORGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Life at Murray State returned to
normal, so to speak, on March 2-t.
University President Kern Alexander said at a press conference teacher
education, once the "foremost function of this University" during its
period as a normal school, would be
enhanced by an alliance with The
National Faculty. The National Faculty is a 31-year-old institution designed
to provide a link between university
professionals and K-12 schools with
program needs.
The first two school systems to benefit from the program are Livingston
and Crittenden counties. Jack Rose,
dean of the College of Education, said
both systems would benefit not only
from proft..'SSionals at Murray State,
but other teachers who have expertise
in education.
''The National Faculty tries to bring

together experts with regional
schools," Rose said. "Once we got The
National Faculty locatt.'Ci at the University, we received proposals for
a..<>Sistance from local schools."
Rose said the program is a win-win
situation for the University not only in
tenns of funding, as the University
dat:s not pay for the assistance of the
privately funded group, but in providing a valuable service to the region
in the field of continuing teacher education and assistance.
"What we're trying to do is create as
many professional development programs as we can at as low a cost to the
University as possible," Rose said.
Serle Whaley, lecturer of education
and Duane Bolin, associate professor
of history, will be among those from
Murray State helping the schools.
Whaley will assist Livingston County
with emphasis on its mathematics
program, and Bolin will assist Crittenden County in establishing curricu-

lum for arts and humanistic studies.
Local educators, including The
National Faculty's on-site Executive
Dirt..>Ctor Ruth Ann Harrell, will also
be involved with the program.
Most of the master teachers will act
as consultants to the schools, conducting workshops with teachers in their
selected districts.
"We'll have experts, retired teachers
and professors working with our
math teachers to develop curriculum," Harry Loy, superintendent of
Livingston County School System,
said. "They'll teach model lessons,
hold conferences with our teachers,
and overall be a defmite advantage to
our math program."
Loy expressed anticipation for the
program and what it can do for his
schools.
"We really are just delighted
beyond words," Loy said. "We're confident that it's going to help out our
math scores on assessment tests."

Business Building
prepares for .!E'"~~~2~~E"

fi,m
BY M ORGAN HARDY
based in Louisville, was in charge of designAsSISTANT NEWs EonoR
ing the changes. Riley said he is confident the
While some may be expecting on entirely architectural firm created a plausible design.
new face on the Business Building, it turns out
"They've done a considerable amount of
the new look is only a facade.
business with the University," Riley said.
However, Dewey Yeatts, director of Facili- t'They were responsible for designing the Carties Management, isn't disappointed. He man Animal Health Building renovations and
received $1 million to create a new image for the Elizabeth College window project."
the 38-year-old building.
The final bid day was March 23, with the
"It wiJI really be a nicl! project," Yeatts said. low bid being Crouch Construction from
"The building will take on a completely dif- Mayfield. However, its bid of $1,115,862 was
ferent look, and it will tie in better to Wells "about $149,000 over budget," Riley said.
Hall in terms of aesthetics. In all, the architec- However, he anticipates more funds being
allocated and the bid to be awarded to Crouch
ture wiJI be more 'collegiate."'
The main work will make an entirely new Construction, on pace for groundbreaking
front for the building and create an idcntifi- scheduled for April 21.
able main entrance facing the 16th Street parkIf additional funds are not awarded, other
ing lot, Assistant Director of Facilities Man- less desirable options are available, Riley said.
agement Don Riley said.
These include redesigning the project or enterFurthermore, a three-story, 4,200-square ing competitive negotiations.
foot .addition will give the bui.lding more
University officials expect the completion of
meeting rooms; ne~ faculty offtccs and an the work Nov. 30, with minor finishing to be
expanded dean s sutte. Luckett and Farley, an performed until Dec. 30.
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REBOS
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Volunteers provide love, labor at animal shelter
BYTARA SHELBY

the space," Jackson said.
When the shelter is full, members of the staff keep those that
They' re cute, they' re furry and have a better chance of being
adopted, particularly those who
they need a good home.
The Mu~ray~Calloway County are small, friendly and have been
Animal Shelter currently has 29 spayed or neutered.
"It's based on supply and
dogs up for adoption. Dogs are
demand,"
Jackson said. " It's
available for adoption in a range
harder
to
place
a big dog. It's
of sizes, colors and ages from
also
hard
to
place
an older .1niDalmations to Chows.
mal."
Darla Jackson, animal shelter
Many students do not have the
director, said the shelter, on
space or time for a dog. Jackson
average, houses 45 dogs and 25
recommends small house dogs,
cats. The adoption rate in this cats or aquarium pets for stuarea is higher than the national dents.
average, but is still only about 20
"Cats are wonderful becc1use
percent, Jackson said.
they can be litter trained," JackDespite what most people son said.
believe, the animals are not put
The cost of adopting an animal
to sleep after spending a certain is $23 and the price includes all
number of days in the shelter.
of the animal's shots.
"We don't put them to sleep
Students who want to help at
unless they're sick or we need the animal shelter, but who are
COUEGE UFE EDITOR

Laura Oeaton/The News
This dog "as recently brought to the animal shelter and is waiting for someone to lake him to a good borne.
unable to take an animal home,
may volunteer. The shelter

depends on volunteers from the
school and community. They do

everything from bathing and home and they can come be
walking the dogs to socializing around animals here," Jackson
with the animals to make them said.
more suitable pets.
Hart College is also planning
Campus Connection, an to contribute to the volunteer
American Humanics volunteer program. Hart Resident Adviser
program, encourages student Kristin Epperson is planning on
volunteers at the shelter.
taking Hart residents to the shel"We just try to encourage peoter Saturday.
ple to go," Georgette Lopez,
"We' re going out there to walk
senior from Texico, 111. and Camthe
dogs and play with the anipus Connection volunteer, said.
Lopez said more people than mals," Epperson said.
usual have been interested this
She is also encouraging her
semester in volunteering at the residents to donate food to the
shelter, especially students who shelter.
live on campus.
Anyone interested in adopting
"The phones have been ring- an animal or volunteering at the
ing right and left," Lopez said.
shelter can phone the organiza"It may be because they can't
tion at 759-4141 Monday
have animals here."
Jackson agreed this may be a through Saturday. Volunteers
are welcome to schedule visits to
reason for student interest.
"We get a lot of Murray State the shelter at their own convestudents who have animals at nience.

Greyhounds: Paducah adoption program changes lives
Bv

SHELLEY STREET

What you can do!

CHIEF Copy EDITOR

Jury is a hero, but he is not your typical breed of
hero.
He is a retired athlete, a registered blood donor
and a certified therapist. He works for the Paducah Vet Clinic, area hospitals and nursing homes.
He helps the very sick. This might not sound like
more than any nurse or doctor might do, but Jury
is not either one. Jury is a greyhound.
Jury might never have gotten the chance to save
other dogs' lives as a blood donor or help people
with therapy if it had not been for the Paducah
chapter of the Mid-South Greyhound Adoption
Option. He might never have been able to meet his
pet human, C. Ann Wortham, either.
"I rescued him, but he rescued me, too,"
Wortham said.
Wortham had lost her pet dog because of kidney
failure almost three years ago. She knew she wanted another dog and knew the director of Paducah's
program, so she made some phone caUs and
adopted Jury later that week. She said he kept
leaning up against her, wanting to be petted.
" I said 'You're the one,'" Wortham said.
"'You're going home with me. Don' t worry.' "
Jury and Wortham go with other greyhounds
and their pet humans twice a month to Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah and once a month to Western
Baptist Hospital. They also visit all the Paducah
area nursing homes, and anyone else who calls on
them.
"They' re so tall," Wortham said. "They can stick
their heads right through the bedside rails ... Peo-

Requirements of having a greyhound
-cost $150
-must be 21
-must house dog indoors
-must keep dog from running loose
-all dogs are spayed or neutered

Supplies that can be donated
paper towels, cotton balls, rubbing
alcohol,
Pinesol,
bleach, rice and
pasta noodles,
canned turnip
greens, Jack
Mackerel,
Adam's Flea
Spray.
Adam's
Flea Dip
Contact Larry McCullaugh, director of Paducah's
greyhound adoption program, (270) 554-5744.

Robert Pieroni/The News
pie don' t even have to sit up to pet them."
Anoth~r place they travel to is the monthly Meet
and Greet the Greyhounds, sponsored by the Pad-

ucah program at PetSmart.
"My life has strictly gone to the dogs," Wortham
said.
Because of the Paducah program, approximately
25 of the lanky, short-haired dogs now live in westem Kentucky and the surrounding area.
Greyhounds weigh between 65 and 70 pounds.
They have long, narrow heads; small, pointed ears;
broad, muscular and well-arched backs; deep,
wide chests; and long, tapering tails with a slight
upward curve.
Many of the dogs, and their humans, enjoy getting together at PetSmart the third Saturday of
each month for Meet and Greets.
To imagine a Meet and Greet, picture dogs in
shades of black, fawn, a soft brown, and brindle, a
sort of tiger stripe. Some are begging for mini
marshmallows, vanilla wafers and other treats.
The treats constantly appear from pockets above
them like manna from heaven.
"Every Meet and Greet it's like a Thanksgiving
dinner around here," Larry McCullaugh, program
director, said.
The dogs are perfectly quiet, but the people are
laughing and talking about the animals they love
and trying to untangle the leashes the best they
can.
"It doesn't matter what leash you've got, as long
as everybody's got one," McCullaugh, said, smiling all the way up to his eyebrows.
Racing greyhounds grow up without ever knowing animals other than greyhounds. Most get along
well with different types of dogs.
"When they see another dog, to them that's really weird," McCullaugh said. "They don't know

what it is."
All greyhounds are cat-tested before being
offered for adoption, as well.
Other things about their racing backgrounds
make greyhounds unique pets. They housebreak
in about a day, seldom bark and walk perfectly on
leash. They truly know the meaning of retirement.
Most sleep about 16 hours a day.
The greyhounds' fur provides other advantages.
Greyhounds are covered with super-soft, ultrashort hair. Because of this, most people who are
allergic to dogs are not allergic to greyhounds.
Also, greyhounds do not exhibit a characteristic
"doggy'' smell, even when wet. They almost never
need a bath.
Even though retired racing greyhounds are not
puppies, they still learn surprisingly fast. The dogs
are not yet completely set in their ways. They are
usuaUy retired between one and one-half and three
years old. They live to be 12 or 14.
"They're used to being handled a lot, so they're
really good to work with," McCullaugh said .
What truly sets greyhounds apart from all other
breeds is their speed. They go from zero to 40 miles
an hour in three to four strides.
When a greyhound is in motion, she stretches
out almost flat. Her legs seem to move as a separate part altogether. All four blurred paws are off
the ground twice in one stride. lt's as if the dog is
flying, jetting by very low to the ground.
McCullaugh said watching his dog, Lady, run
never fails to make him smile.
" It used to be that a man was judged by his
hounds and his horses," he said. "She makes me
feel like a king."

Fishy friends work out swimmingly in residential college life
BY RACHEL KIRK
STAff WRITER

Residential college students don't
have many options for furry friends,
but one with fins is a bit more practical.
Some students who live in residential colleges are opting for an aquatic
friend to keep as a pet. Whether they
have one fish, two fish, a red fish or a
blue fish, many say they enjoy the
company of their tiny pets.
Springer College Resident Adviser
Christine Vaughan said she got a fish
because she wanted a new friend.
"It gives me someone to talk to,"

Vaughan said. " I' m numing it after
my boyfriend."
Michael Patterson, pet department
manager at Wai-Mart, said his dep.ntment gets a lot of business from college students.
"Quite a few college students come
in to buy fish," Patterson s.1id. "The
most popular are guppies."
Patterson estimates Wai-Mart will
sell 100 fish in one week .
" That's a slow week," Patterson
said.
Angela Craddick, junior from Buntington, W.Va., got her goldfiSh,
Fluffy, to cheer up her room.
'Tm going to buy him a brother so

he doesn't get lonely," Craddick said.
While some students said they rely
on their fish for entertainment, others
said their aquatic friends help them
unwind after a stressful day.
" My fish, Dot and Com, don't do
much but swim in the bowl," Rachel
Koester, sophomore from Red Bud,
Ill., said.
Ko~?s tl!r said it's very relaxing to
w;ltch them chase each other around
the bowl.
" f think fish nre great pets for college students," Koester said. "They're
easy to take care of and are content
just swimming .1round."
Brandi Bowdler, senior from Mount

Vernon, Ill., has the ultimate in lowmaintenance pets. She has Aquababies, fish that live in a self-contained
environment and require little food
and fresh water.
"They're very easy to take care of,"
Bowdler said. "You only have to feed
them every two or three d ays."
Aquababies live off the oxygen
released from a small plant in the
bowl.
Bowdler has two fish, Cinnamon
and Toast, and a snail named Crunch.
"Crunch cleans the sides of the container," Bowdler said. "That's great
because I don't have to clean it but
once or twice a year."

Fres water
Fish Care
l·t;llanlle water weeklY in a I.I\AI~~~~~-~
·Feed one small Pinch a daY.
·Be sure to keeP rocks in the bottom of the
bowl.
·Don't mix SPecies of fish.
·When
of the

source: Petland
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The
eek
Ahead
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HAVE A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON
CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN.

To

POST

INFORMATION IN THE

762-4480 OR
762-3175.

CALENDAR, PHONE

'

9

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUN·>AY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• Classes- Last
day to drop any
semester
full
course with "'vV."
Last
day
to
change
full
semester
class
from credit to
audit.
• VITA- Income
tax
assistance,
Business Building
Room 353, noon
to4 p.m.
• Theatre- "All
in the Timing,"
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, 7 p.m.
• Cinema
Internationai "Lovers of the
Circle,"
Arctic
Curris
Center
Theatre, 7:30p.m .

• Financial aidPriority
filing
date for 2000~1
financial
aid
applications.
• TestPharmacy
College
Admission Test,
Ordway
Hall
Room 206, 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
• Sports- Rugby
game, Intramural
Field, 1 p.m.
• Recital- Senior
recital,
Lauren
Wilkerson,
Performing Arts
Hall, Fine Arts
Center, 6 p.m.
• Cinema
lnternational" Lovers of the
Circle,"
Arctic
Curris
Center
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

• Sunday schoolChi Alpha, Hart
College, 10:15 to
!0:45a.m.
• RecitalNntalie Yahnig,
piano,
Performing Arts
Hall, Fine Arts
Center
second
floor, 3:30 p.m.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• RCAResidential
College
Association
meeting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room,Sp.m.
• Bible studyBaptbt Student
Union, 6 p.m.
• Concert- York
Minister Choir,
Lovett
Auditorium, 7:30
p.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha,
Elizabeth College
Study Lounge, 9
p.m.

• HTV testingCurris
Center
Cumberland
Room, 10 a.m. to
2p.m.
• Law- Deans of
admission to
several Kentucky
law schools will
with
meet
prospective
students, Curris
Center Theatre, a
to 2:30p.m.
• OrientationFor semester in
Regensburg 2000
program, Woods
Hall,4 p .m.
• Concert- Brass
Chamber Music
Recital,
Performing Arts
Hall, Fine Arts
Center
second
floor, 8 p.m.

• ForumTechnology
Forum, I to 4:30
p.m., Curris
Center
third
floor.
• SGA- Senate
meeting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 5 to 6 p.m.
• Greek- All
Creek Assembly,
Lovett
Auditorium,
7
p.m.
•ConcertWoodwind
Chamber Music,
Performing Arts
H.11l, Fine Arts
Center
second
floor, 8 p.m.

• ForumTechnology
forum, 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., Curris
Center
third
floor.
• judicial Board
meetingP.uking
ticket
appe<lls
reviewed, Curris
Center
Cumberland
Room, 3:30 p .m.
• Cinema
lnternalional"Tango,'' Curris
Center Theatre,
7:30p.m.
• Concert- Brass
Chamber Music,
Performing Arts
Hall, Fine Arts
Center second
floor, 8 p.m.

FAX IT TO

'Nickel Creek' has· winning style

....

BY KYLE SHADOAN
STAFF WRITER

Review
AlbU(Il:
"Nickel Creek"
Grade: B+
Comments:
"The musical
tracks are
especially
entertaining
and make
Nickel Creek's
album worth
checking out."

Chris Thile
will be
performing
AprilS at 7
p.m. in the
Pogue Ubtary
Main Reading
Room.

Murray-native Chris
Thile's band, Nickel
Creek, has released an
album that will please traditional bluegrass fans.
The band released its
self-titled album March
21 . Thile, a former Murray State student, is now
living in Nashville working as a studio musician.
Thile performs on the
mandolin, banjo and
bazouki, as well as
adding lead vocals and
harmony vocals.
He is a Crammy awardwinning artist who has
been named Mandolinist
of the Year three times by
the International Bluegrass Music Association.
Nickel Creek is currently
nominated for Emerging
Artist of the Year by the
IBM A.

Scott Thile,
Chris's
father, plays the acoustic
and electric upright bass.
He is also the piano and
instrumental technician
for MSU.
Sean Watkins plays the
guitar and sings harmony
vocals and his sister, Sara
Watkins, plays violin and
strings and sings lead and
harmony vocals.
Sara was the 1996 Arizona State Fiddle Champion and Sean placed in
the finals of both the
Mandolin and National
Flatpicking Guitar Championships in Winfield,
Kan.
Throughout the album,
several tracks are instrumental, such as "Ode To
A .BLittcrfly," , "In The
1
House of Tom Born:
badil," "Cuckoo's Nest,"
"Robin And Marian" and
"Pastures New." Most of
these have an upbeat

bluegrass sound.
While the instrumental
pieces have a traditional
bluegrass sound, those
that incorporate lyrics
approach more of a Dave
Matthews Band feel. In
particular, the songs "The
Lighthouse's Tale," "Out
of The Woods," "Sweet
Afton" and "The Fox"
have this quality to them.
Many of the lyrics have
religious connotations
and arc very laid back
and melodic.
Overall, Nickel Creek
has an award-winning
style that is put together
very well. Although no
tracks re.1lly stick out as
major hits, every song
plays its part in completing the album.
The musical tracks are
especially entertaining
and m.1ke Nickel Creek's
album worth checking
out.

Top
Albums
1. "Romeo Must
Die" soundtrack
2. Dr~On

"Opposite of

H20"
3.Common"Uke Water for
Chocolate"
4. Goldfingel' "Stomping
Ground"
5. Pantera"'Reinventing
the Steel"

RS Entertainment Inc.

Former Murray State student Chris T hile's band released its self-titled album
"Nickel Creek," featuring traditional bluegrass sounds.

Source: Sunset
Boulevard
Music and
Terrarm Station
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NEED CA$H???
GET UP TO $300 TODAY!!!
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......

lNet T -Shirt
Contest

~
~

Must be ~l] to
enter the bar

....

WE WILL CASH YOUR PERSONAL
CHECK TODAY AND DEPOSIT IT
TWO WEEKS LATER!!!

WHAT DO I NEED?
-ACTIVE CHECKING
ACCOUNT
• DRIVERS LICENSE
·PROOF OF INCOME

~

....
....

....-----------.
j
PHONE CARDS!!! ~
113 MINUTES $5

~
~

241 MINUTES $10 ~
-411

497 MINUTES $20 ~
'-----------J

CALL TODAY!!!
759-5923
1304-C CHESTNUT CENTER
<NEXT TO PAPA JOHNS PIZZA)
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS

:=...
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-OilS!

~
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Friday & Saturday
March 31 and April 1
One of Murray's Finest
Rock 'N' Roll Bands

® ®®D© ~@[?@(]]~
Must be

~11

~

2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
:;;;

to enter the bar

Paducah

(270) 575·0508
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'Timing' has important role in play Miss MSU Scholarship pageant
BY MELISSA

has changes in store this weekend

STONEBERGER

ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

BY

Chris Marshall savs he loves his
thankless job.
·
Marshall, junior from Versailles, is
stage manager for the Murray State theatre department production of "All in
the Timing."
Marshall has spent the past few
months preparing his cast for the show,
.which opened Wednesday night and
closes Sunday night.
Marshall considers himself a man of
many jobs. He acts as a mediator
between the cast, crew, director and
design staff and all the whHe keeps
things as laid back as possible.
"All in the Timing" is a contempoLaura Deaton/ The News
rary comedy featuring six short one-act
plays that have a common bond of the Anne Gardner, senior from Jeffersonvill e, Ind., and Ollie Drury, senior
art of comedic timing, or how people from Henderson, star In "All in the Timing."
" It's a learning experience," Marshall the University has. Everyone in it is so
think about time and history, Director
Ted Wendt said.
said. "You see how energetic the new talented."
For Marshall, timing is a big issue on young people are and how profecsional
per formances o f' ''A11 ·tn the T'tmmg
· "
"
an d o ff stage.
the older people are. The new people
s
"A 1 f
1 h
h' · b b I
tonight and aturday at 7. and Sunday
ot o peop e ate t 1s JO , ut
learn from the people that have been
enjoy the stress," Marshall said. "I here.
at 2:30p.m. Tickets are $10 for general
· on w1t
· h everyone."
know w h a t ,s gomg
David "Blur" Free, freshman from admission and $7 for senior citizens.
Murray State faculty and students are
The cast spans across the grade lev- Livermore, agrees with Marshall.
els, accommodating more mature
"In my opinion it exhibits some of the admitted free with a valid Racercard.
actors with those who have just begun best talent we have to offer," Free said.
Audience discretion is advised
co_.l.le,;;:;.ge_ Ie_ve_I..;_.;...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,..;;
'So
.;.;m
;;;;.
e .;;
o.;..
f .;.;
th~ea:
in it are the• .bes
_.
t ...bec
~a.use
-o•f.m.atu
- re• s•itu
• •a ti•·ons.
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• TranServe Automa11c
Transmission Service
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• Aush & All Machine
• Complete Auld Change
• Cooling System ServiCe
• Belts & Hoses

~

507 S. 12th St.· Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

Professional lubrication and T.L.C.
for your car, truck. motor home.

6 weeks to
Graduation!

:r-----------•
~ • }Vlrs. flnn ( •:

I

Psychic Reader
dt ll.dvisor

1

I
1

I tt.lls past, preunt di flltur• I
1 and answers all questions I

: 100/o off for MSU students :
«

with this coupon

I(

, ~6~·0508

1

1

-tcicl

CELLTOUCH,

lnc.

Dlxlea.nd Shopping Centet'
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut Sl)

Miss MSU pageant attendees can expect a
shorter performance this year among other
changes, Andie Sanders, executive director
of the Miss MSU pageant, said.
"The pageant used to last for hours
because the intro was so long w hen the girls
came up and talked individually," Sanders
said. "We cut that section out and now it's a
part of the opening act."
Student Government Association President Brandon Kirkham and SGA Vice President Kevin Lowe will be the masters of ceremony for the pageant. Current Miss MSU
Michelle Martini will sing and The Revue, a
group of students who perform Broadway
show tunes, is in the opening act of the
pageant.
"We are having a lot of live music,"
Sanders said. "We have a live piano player
du ring the evening gown c~mpetition."
Organizers began planning Miss MSU in
November. A panel of seven judges, consisting of Murray State faculty and staff, narrowed a group of 28 women to the 15 finalists w ho will be on stage Saturday.
The finalists have been practicing since
then, promoting the
nt and selli

advertisements for the program book. They
will be judged on poise, personality and
campus involvement.
" I've got judges from Nashville, from
Frankfort and one from here in Murray,"
Sanders said. "We had to make sure the
judge from Murray didn't know any of the
girls."
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of student
activities, said many schools have called her
to praise the Miss MSU pageant.
"The judges that come here have nothing
but praise to say about what a wonderful
production we have," Morgan said.
The winner of the pageant will have many
responsibilities, Sanders said.
"She is a direct representative of Murray
State University," Sanders said. "She must
have impeccable communication skills and
she must be elegant in every way that she
presents herself."
Miss MSU must also be present at Homecoming and other MSU functions.
Tickets to the pageant, which is sponsored
by the SGA, are on sale now at the SGA office
and will also be available at the door. General admission is $5, students with a valid Racercard can purchase tickets for $3 and children under 12 are free. The pageant begins at
7:30 .m. in Lovett Auditorium.

Paging Special

$65.95

CELLULAR • PAGING • INTERNET
AND MOREl

767-9111

SCOTT G IBSON

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Includes pager,
actiavtion fee, &
3 months service!

Guitars, Amps, Strings, Picks, etc.
Authorized Dealer: Alvarez and Sigma, by Martin, Guitars.
Rhythm Art Drums • Thor Drums • Crate Amplifiers and

GU1 AIOUI' OUR Cl'U.UIAR PHONE SPECioUS AND OUR
UNUNR:D INTIRNIT ACCESS FOR tLJ.fl/MONTH....NO CONTRACTJ

Start your engines with
the right parts from

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

753-4424

·-----------·

"

RESIDENT ADVISERS
Adventures in Math and Science is hiring Resident Advisers for
the Summer 2000 Program

eer

•

Summer Salary: $1000

•

6-week (June 11 -July 21) Summer Program for high
school students
All living expenses paid by AIMS
Some RA experience preferred, but all applicants
considered
Must have a valid driver's license

•
•
•

Contact:

Amy Cox
Coordinator, AIMS Program
303 Ordway Hall
762-5429

JJol'IJ. 'j

~la.ti.num

"Where all the girls are finer than gold"
Tennessee's Best in Adult Entertainment

Coming April 29, • ,
International Dreams
Male Review
15 minutes from Murray
Take H y 121 S. toward Paris Landing and follow signs
301 Cherokee Hill Dr.

Puryea r , TN on 6 4 1 So u t h
Op e n Tu es d ay - S a turd ay
6 p . m. - 1 a.m .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bring in this Ad, and get 1 person· in free
with 1 paid admission.
(This does not apply for feature shows and events!)
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Racers brave spring elements

Terrance Tillman, junior from
Memphis, will be looked on
next season to provide
leadership for the Racers.
Tillman had 61 receptions
last season for 1,057 yards
and 14 touchdowns. Tillman
broke the Racer season
mark for reception yards
formerly held by Reginald
Swinton.

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

laura Deaton! The News

While most Murray State students on Wednesday night were
indoors to keep out of the rain, the
Murray State Racers were getting
soaked on the field of Roy Stewart
Stadium.
The reason: to
be ready for a possible Ohio Valley
Conference
title
game against twotime defending champion Tennessee State in
November with adverse conditions.
"When we play Tennessee State
in this weather in November, we
won't be scared, we'll be ready to
win an OVC title," Racer Head
CoaCh Joe Pannunzio said to
his team Wednesday night as
they came out of the locker
room to a soggy field.
The new coaching staff
has made the players· practice and condition outside,
no matter what the weather
is.
''The first day we went
out to run it was six in the
morning and they're used to
going into the gym to run, but
we went on the field," Racer
assistant coach Cary Fowler
said. " It was frozen solid. That
was the tone-setter for all our
practices."
The experience of
playing in all the different elements has
been a character
builder for the

players, senior placekicker Greg Miller of
Murray said.
"They're really players' coaches, ewn
though it may not look like it right now,"
Miller said. " I think this is just to get
everybody's blood tlowing a little bit and
get some kinks worked out."
The attitude and hunger of the players
to win an OVC title after falling one game
short the last three years has impressed
the new coaching staff.
"The work ethic has really lx-en good,"
Pannunzio said. "I have never seen a
group of kids that has been so committed
to put a ring on their finger."
Before the Racers make plans for an
OVC title, however, one big question surrounds the high calibur MSU offense.
Who will replace OVC Offensive Player of
the Year Justin Fuente, senior from Tulsa,
Okla.?
There are three players who are currently looking to fill Fuente's shoes: Stewart
Childress, freshman from Princeton, Harris Jones, freshman from Milan, Tenn. and
Brian Siddons, sophomore
from

LouiSVille.
Each quarterback has an interesting tale
on his journey to being the possible starter
for the Racers next season.
Childress has impressed the coaching
staff with his athletic ability, running the
40-yard dash in 4.45 seconds and a vertical
jump of 35 inches.
Jones was the starting quarterback for
the Tennessee state-champion MiJ,ln High
School team and after signing with MSU
was diagnosed with leukemia. He is no in
remission.
Siddons is a transfer from the University of Kentucky and was originally a tight
end.
Pannunzio also said the Racers will look
to add another quarterback or two before

the season starts in August.
The Racers will once again have a strong
offense, led by returning receivers Terrance Tillman, junior from Memphis,
Shaun Boykins, senior from St. Louis and
Jason French, junior from Decatur, Ga.
and returning tight end Josh McKeel,
sophomore from Murray.
The running game also looks to be effective both in running and pass catching
ability with Shadrach jackson, sophomore
from Henderson, and Jerrold Fuqua,
freshman from Princeton.
The offensive line also looks to be
improved, led by Duke Vaiga, junior from
Santa Clara, Calif. One drawback to the
offensive line is the suspension of Paul
Carrizal for the re;t of the spring practice
season because of violating team rules.
The Racer defense, looked on as a
weakness in the previous two seasons,
looks to have a solid returning lineup at
the linebacker, triangle (rover) and sec·
ondary positions.
The defense will be led by three fith·
year seniors, Beau Guest of La Grange,
Terrell Black of Bristol, Fla., and jai
Williams of Eldorado, Ark., who are the
only players left who were recruited by
former MSU Coach Houston Nutt.
One weakness about the defense, however, is a young defensive line that does
not have much depth to support its
youth.
"We' re going to have to get some depth
there before the fall comes lx.>cause the
inside game is where defense begins,"
PannW\Zio said. "If you can't stop the run
inside, it really breaks you down as you
go through the season."
Murray State wiU start its pursuit of an
OVC title August 31 against nonconference opponent Southern Illinois at Roy
Stewart Stadium.

GREG MILLER
junior, Murray

"I

THINK THIS IS

JUST TO GET
EVERYBODY'S
BLOOD FLOWING
A LITTLE BIT AND
GET SOME KINKS
WORKED OUT.,

Men's tennis looks to stay afloat in OVC without star senior
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Murray State's men tennis
team defeated Tennessee State on
Tuesday at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts, blanking the
Tigexs 7-0.
TSU only brought five players,
so Murray State won two points
on default at the beginning.
A team needs to bring at least

six players so it can compete in all
the matches.
"The first team to get to four
points wins the match, so it's big
to get two quick points on
defaults," Coach Mel Purcell said.
In doubles, MSU's Nikola
Aracic, senior from Ahaus, Germany, and Sebas tian Venjar,
junior from Osteaas, Norway,
knocked off TSU's No. 2 doubles
team 8-1.

Murray State's Alex Sundsten,
junior from Snaroya, Norway,
beat TSU's Carlton White in singles action by double bagels.
That's teXtqis talk for pitching a
shutout: 6-0, 6-0.
"I had a good match," Sundsten
said. "Our hard practices have
finally paid off."
Also for MSU, Craig Moine,
freshman from Madison, Ala.,
beat the Tigers' Ben Holman by a

score of 6-0, 6-0.
"It felt great to get my first OVC
win," Moine said. "I think the two
and three hours of practice we put
in e~h day help us preP.are for
days like this."
Last Saturday, MSU lost its No.
2 singles player to a season-ending ankle injury.
Tony Hardman, senior from
Liverpool, England, now has to
watch the matches from the

stands.
"It's tough not being able to
play," Hardman said. "My injury
might hurt my teammates, especially in doubles, but they can pull
through and right now I'm their
No. 1 fan, the biggest cheerleader
in the stands."
Coach Purcell was pleased with
his team's performance and
thrilled to start the OVC 1-0, but
he said he believes a bigger chal-

lenge lies ahead for the guys.
") would love to be 3-0 or even
2-l in OVC play at the end of the
week, but with the loss of a player
the caliber of Tony, we have to
step up and meet a tougher challenge,'' Purcell said. "It should be
fun."
MSU traveled to Morehead
Thursday and plays at Tennessee
Tech today.

Thoroughbreds win in ·eighth
Murray State 7
Memphis&

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

RECORDS: MURRAY

Sometimes lessons learned early during the course
of a baseball season translate into wins later on, as
was the case for the Murray State ThoroughbrL>d.S on
Tuesday.
The 'Breds (9-15, 4-1 OVC) came through in the
clutch, using a three-run eighth inning and a pickoff
by the catcher to second base in the ninth inning to
seal a non-<:onference victory over the Unhrersity of
Memphis Tigers (8-17) 7-6 Tuesday at Reagan Field.
"The things we went through early have paid dividends to us," 'Breds Head Coach Mike Thieke ~id.
"This clubs not pressing in close situations any·
more."
Jason Glosser, senior pitcher from Mattoon, TIL,
pitched two-scoreless innings to lower his teamleading ERA to 1.08 in 10 appearances and earn his
second win of the season. Joshua Cartright gave up
the winning run in the eighth inning to get the loss
for the Tigers.
Brett McCutchan, freshman first baseman from
Evansville, Ind., was one of the top hitters for the
'Breds on the dc1y, going 3-for-4 with an RBI and two

9-15 (4·1
OVC), MEMPHIS (8·
17)
STATE

KEY PLAYERS:
BRm McCu TCHAN,

3.fOR·4 , RBI, TWO
RUNS SCORED
COMMENTS: HTHE
THINGS WE WENT

THROUGH EARLY HAVE

PAID DIVIDENDS TO

us ...

-'BREDS HEAD

C OACH M IKE THIEKE
ON THE EARLY STR UG-

GLES OF THE TEAM
COMPARED TO NOW.

SPORTS EDITOR

runs scored.
"We can beat anybody right now," McCutchan
said. "We're on a roll. We're on a winning streak and
we got to get the first win to keep the ball rolling."
Preston Weatherly, junior third baseman from
Murray, hit a two-out, two-run triple to tie the game
and later scored on a single by Billy Moore, sophomore right fielder from Columbus, Ohio, to put the
'Breds up for good.
The Tigers threatened to tie the game in the ninth
inning with a runner on second with two outs when
Justin Varitek, senior catcher from Longwood, Fla.,
picked off the runner to end the threat.
Next up for the 'Breds is Ohio Valley Conference
leading Eastern Kentucky (11-14, 6-0 OVC) in a
three-game series in Richmond this weekend.
Thieke said the 'Breds must focus on the first game
and continue to play fundamental baseball.
"We feel that if we can go there and play sound
baseball, we can win the first game," he said. "We're
not looking to win the series going in, we just want
to take it one game at a time."
The 'Breds and Eastern will play a double header
Saturday starting at 11 a.m. followed by a single
game Sunday at noon.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Preston Weatherly, junior from Murray, steals second base during the •Breds
7-6 win against Memphis Tuesday. Weatherly also had the game-tying hit.

Murray State needs to stay at home in Ohio Valley Conference
Sports Talk

jASON
BILLINGSLEY

"We MUST
LOOK BEFORE
WE LEAP."

Many Murray State fans have
expressed concern recently that a
move to another athletic conference,
possibly the Missouri Valley, should
be in Murrav State's future.
That might be good if every Murray State sport was ready to change
conferences like men's basketball
could.
Although men's basketball and
football are the cornerstones of Murray State athletics in terms of success
and popularity, there are currently
12 Murray State NCAA varsity
sports, with women's soccer ready
to be No. 13 this fall. Any decision
about changing conferences must
take into consideration the status of
these teams in the OVC and how a
move would affect them.
First is the cost of traveling and
lodging for all Murray State teams.

The basketball and football teams
ride in charter buses, but all other
Murray State teams ride in University vans to get from place to place.
Either way, all teams have to pay
either vehicle fees or gasoline fees to
get to all the events.
The "Death Valley" road trip to
Eas tern Kentucky and Morehead
State that takes several hours to travel to and from would Pe<:ome the
rule r,1ther than the exception as
Southern IHinois would be the closest trip in the MVC and that's a twohour drive easily.
Next, would all of our sports be
ready to move to the MVC? Just
lx.'Cause football and men's basketball are among the elite in the OVC
every year does that mean we
should move conferences for all
sports?

Western Kentucky plays football
in the OVC and plays all other conferences in the Sun Belt because
when Morehead State dropped out
of OVC competition in football, the
OVC invited Western to move to the
OVC · in football to strengthen state
rivalries with Eastern Kentucky and
Murray State.
When a school wants to change
conferences, it is up to the conference the school is trying to go to
whether to accept or dedine the
school trying to move.
Would the MVC think Murray
State would be a valuable addition,
when it would become the southern·
most team in the conference and
force the established MVC schools to
travel more than two hours at bt."St to
play at Murray?
Any move to another conference

would cause even the men's basketball team to go through growing
pains that would include a few consecutive losing seasons. Would the
Murray State season ticket holders
and students go along with losing
seasons even if it is in a different
conference?
What about our other teams, like
golf, baseball and volleyball that are
comfort<.1ble in their places competitively in the conference? What about
the rifle team, since the MVC does
not have rifle as a sport? A conference move would be devastating to
those teams now.
Also, it wasn't too long ago the
MVC was in the same position, if not
lower than the OVC.
All it took for the MVC to become
one of the top-12 conferences in the
NCAA was tough teams from

stronger conferences starting to play
them, get more television exposure
and make all the teams in the conference competitive. The OVC is currently starting these steps so maybe
sometime soon the OVC will be on
the same level as the MVC.
Murray State is also the comerstone of the OVC since its inception.
If Murray State left, the OVC could
fall .1part. Where would all those
teams with weaker schedules go
then, the MVC?
While I am also upset over the
snub of the Racers by the National
Invitational Tournament, we must
remember a conference move must
consider all sports, not just one. We
must look before we leap.

fasan Billingsley is tile sports editor for
"The Murrny State Ne:ws."
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$portlight
Chris Johnson,
John Cargill
Chris johnson
and John Cargill
are in this week's
R!tcer SportLight.
'Johnson, senior
from Metropolis,
111., was selected
as Ohio Valley
Conference Baseball Player of the
Week.
johnson has led
the Racers in the
last several gam~s
by batting .556
with seven runs
scored to propell
the 'Breds in the
team's last four
games. He went
7-13 vs. ETU and
batt~d in five
runs.
Cargill, sophomore from Paduc-

ah,

set 'a

MSU

school rt.>eord for
the hammer
tlirow with a disiance of 162ft., 5
in. Cargill set the
record on his way
to an eighth place
finish at the
Alabama Relays
held~
Tuscaloos..'t, Ala.
Cargill also
held the old
st:hool record
with a throw of
146 ft:et.

Fastfact

On March 29,

~~82, freshman

!guard Michael
~ordan of North
Carolina hit the
winning shot in
ithe NCAA Finals
to bca t Georgetown 6,3-,62.
At the time, the
61,612 in ntten;dance was the
la~gest CrQwd to
attend a Iitle
1g.1me in history.
~ource;

Action
. . . . 25

~M

EIU4-12

UT·Martin baseball players,
coach injured In accident

Two golfers place in top 20
at Salukl Invitational

Nine players and one coach from
the UT-Martin baseball team were
injured Wednesday night w hen a
tractor-trailer collided with the university van carrying the players.
Michael Roof of Paducah is in satisfactory condition after surgery to
repair a tendon in his righ t hand.
He was also scheduled to have an
operation for a fractured jaw Thursday. The results of that operation
were unavailable before press time.
Coach Victor Cates and two players were in listed in serious condition Wednesday n ight.

The women's golf team finished
eighth out of 16 teams Monday at
the Saluki Invitational in Carbondale, Ill.
The Lady Racers finished with a
score of 660, beating out eight other
teams in the match.
The Lady Racers were led by Jessica Widman, senior from Mansfield, Texas, w ho s hot a 159, tying
her for 13th place. Senior Jenny
Daag also p laced in the top 20 of th e
96-golfer field, tying for 16th p lace.

Women's rowing takes
eighth at Georgia Collegiate
Women's rowing was back in
action Saturday, finishing second at
the Southeast Regional Collegiate
Sprints at the Richard Russel State
Park in Elberton, Ga.
The Racers finished the 2,000meter event with a time of 7:46.8,
only six seconds slower than the
first place crew, University of Georgia. Georgia won the event with a
time of 7:40.
The third place team, Savannah,
finished with a time of 7:53.7.

ovc
EKU
MTSU
MSU
SEMO
TfU
EIU
Morehead

UTM
APSU

Overall
11-14
6-0
2-{)
13-12
9-15
4-1
4-1

17-5

2-3
2-3
1-2
0-5
0-6

12-12
5-13
13-9
7-22
13-14

SO..t-10
. . . . 1-3

UWMS
MTSU3

. . 26
MSUll

EIUI

EIW8
11'1114
......... 11

nv•

SU.12
APSU7

The men's golf team also took to
the course this week in the Eastern
Kentucky Spring Invitational in Richmond. The team finished ninth in a
field of 18.
The Racers finished the three-day
match with a score of 914. The team
was led by Brandon Henson, freshman from Mayfield, who shot a 228.
Jeremy Grantham, junior from Mayfield, and jason Smith, senior from
Dyersburg, Tenn., both shot 229. All
three members placed in the top 36 of
the 102-competitor field.

nu71

.....
APSU 5I

MSU7

111•11111111&

Jeremy Edwards/The News

Catch this:

Kylee Lyon, sophomore from London, Ontario, Canada, practices throwing the javelin last week at Roy Stewart Stadium before tbe MSU track
teams competed last weekend at the Alabama Relays in Tuscaloosa, Ala.

"Sports Briefly" is compiled by foe Dan
Dacus, assistant sports editor.

April 1
Murray State at Eastt'm
Kentucky II 4\.m.
UT-Martin at Tennessee Tech
lp.m
Southea$t Missouri at Belmont
I p.m.
Austin Peay at MidJle
Tennessee2p.m.
Eastern lllanois at Morehead
State 2 p.m.

April 2
Murray State at Eastl'm
Kentucky noon
liT· Martin at Tenne!i6ft Ted\ I
p.m.
Southe.u;t Missouri at Belmont
I p.m.
Austin Pe.1y at MldJie Tenncssee2pm.

ESPN

nuw
....... 0.5

Men's golf team grabs
top 10 honors at EKU

OVC Baseball
Schedule

OVC Baseball
Standings

EKU7·3

11'1113-1

Apri14
Evan:.ville at M~JtTay Stat.e 2
p.m.
Fl'f!N-Hardman at UT·Martin
Jp.m.
Telltle55ee Tech at Western
l<~nh•,ky 6 p.m.
Auatln Peay at Vanderbilt 7
p.m.
Tt'tlne$Bft' at Middle Ten·
nt'l>.-7p.m.

April S
Ea.~tt>rn Dlinois at Northern
Ulinols2 pm.
Southeast Missouri at
South.om llhnob 3 p.m.
Umon(Tenn.) at UT·Martin 3
p.m.
T~ Tech at KentuCky -1
p.m.
Samford at Austin Pt'ay 6:30
p.m.

Residential
Colleges

AthleUcs

Calendar
Saturday

Men

~.,..,·.II''" •t kent~J<ky

lnlltmlilePie.
Womm't rowing at Cle,_,
Spnnts.
Outdoor tro<k at April r'OOI't M<t"t
(Clpe Giurdeau, Mo>J
Mtn's and womm 'slftlnas •t
Tet\nn~toe 1och l.p.m

April 4 in Racer Arena
Hart B Vb. Regenb at 6:45p.m.
Brahma V> White 7:30p.m.
He:ater vs Hart A at 815 p.m.

Mond•rT....Uy
Women'• golf hoot» MSU Sprins

lnvatataoo•l
Th.....Uy
Women'• wnni> vs. 6outhoo.Ut
Missotln St.tte 2:JO p m.

fricioy
Mom'; -~~ II Aubum 2 p.m.

Star Tiek VO}eger,

April3 In Racer Arena

April 3 in South Gym

Alpha Sigmo~ l'h1 va Alpha
Tau Omt>ga at 6:45 p.m.

Sigma Sigma Sigm.1 A va.
Alph• Sigma Alpha at 6:45
p.m.

at 7:.10 p.m.

Alph" Gamma Delta vs.
Sigma Sigma Sigma B at 7:30
p.m.

Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Alpha
Gamma Rho at flt5 p.m.

Alpha Omicron PI vs. Alpha

Women
April 4 in South Gym
R,-gents V$. H.art at {1:45 p.m.
White vs. Rl(hmond II 7;30
p .m.
Hester vs. Elizabeth "' 8:15
p.m.

INSURANCE

UTII8

Mfl1lr rlpp15

Delta Pi at 8:15p.m.

April 5 in South Gym
Alpho~ Delta l'i vs. Alpha
Gamma Otlta at 6:45p.m.

April 5 in Racer Arena
Sigma !'hi Epsilon vs. Alpha
Gamma Rho at 6:45p.m.

MTSU4
............... 2

Sigma Sigma Sigma A vt.
Sitpna Sipla Slfma Bat 7;30
p.m.

Alpha Sigma 111i w."Pi~
Alpha at 8:15p.m.

Alpha Sigma Alpha vs. Alpha
Omicron Pi at8:15 p .m.

Alpha [.Ju Omega vs Sigma
Chiat9p.m.

MUTUAL FUNIJS

WIWS
TIU4

Ev..... 7
APSUS

P1 Kappa Alpha vs. Sigma Chi
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Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF [an be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

Moeshaand
The lMNF Smackdown!
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is
through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities

Watch and enjoy
UPN along with
UPN 46's other
great shows :

Sororities

Fraternities

Strike Force \'5, Sigma Phi
E~ilon (euub1tion) at 9 p.m.

SuftCby
Mm's and womm's tcnnia n.
fv~Mvtllt I p.m.

RETIREMENT

· Your favorite
UPN shows are
on UPN 46:

EIUI
l..... lbltlt7

(SRAs) from TIAA·CREF.

Queen Latifah,

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck.
you can easily build Income to supplement your pension

Family Feud,
Cops and
Blind Date!

ITS EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

$~)~&~·============~

5&7,514

and Social Security.
And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished by
taxes until you withdraw the funds. 1 Add to that TlAA-

541,2]
===2-

SJ1Jll

CREF's solid investment performance, bolstered by our
commitment to keeping expenses low, and you have more
money working for you.

STARTS MONDAY!"

$25amondl

throughanautomatk SRAs. We think you will find it
piynlll ptan2

~--~--....J

rewarding in the years to come.

-- l

----..n

$13,05
=2: - - _
$11,&09

liYUIIS

WYWIS

So why wait? Let us help you bUI1d a comfortable retir~

INVEST AS LITTLE AS ment today with tax-deferred

---
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......__..•~'~' rttlrnlna
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WQTV Murray
www.q46.com

Your Hometown Station!

www.tiaa-cref.org
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Women's tennis sweeps TSU
BY J O E DAN DACUS
ASSISTANT S PORTS EDITOR

The women' s tennis team
picked up a big win over Tennessee State this w~k, sweeping
TSU 9-0. This makes the I...1dy
Racers 2-0 in the OVC after beating Morehead last weekend.
In singles competition, Erica
Heshelm.m, freshman from Rockton, Ill., defeated TSU's Dawn
Gates in two sets: 6-1, 6-0.
Nina Sartz-Knudsen, senior
from Oslo, Norway, defeated
Danielle Blaoncada in two sets: 61, 6-2.
In the third singles match,
Maria Alonte, sophomore from
Milwaukee, Wis., continued the
winning roll of the Lady Racers
by defeating Deadra Stevenson in
two sets: 6-1, 6-1.

In the fourth match, Cheryl
Graham,
freshman
from
Peachtree City, Ga., smashed
Autumn Hester in two sets: 6-0, 6-

sweep of 1SU continued Alonte
and Juliana Hite, junior fromAorcnce, blanked the d uo of Blaoncada and Dawn Gates by the
score of 8-0.
Graham and Steen edged out
Brooks and Hester by the score of
8-6. In the final doubles match,
freshmen Jaime Lee and Jennifer
Liles, both from Henderson,
edged out Davis and Stevenson :

0.
Graham said she thought she
played pretty well and said the
team was happy to do as well as
it did.
Annette Steen, freshman from
Oslo, Norway, defeated Shellee
Brooks in two sets: 6-2, 6-3. Gina
Katona, junior from Budapest,
Hungary, rounded out the singles
competition with a win over Julia
Davis in two sets: 6-3, 6-1.
"The girls did real well," Murray State Coach Connie Keasling
said. "We played a hard schedule
in the beginning if the year. I
think that helped us prepare for
theOVC."
In doubles competition, the

8-6.
"This is a great way to start off
season in the OVC," Alonte said .
"It gives us a lot of confidence.''
This gave the Racers a 9-0
sweep of TSU and makes the
Lady Racers 2-0 in the OVC and
5-10 overall.
The Lady Racers next travel to
Tennessee Tech to face the Lady
Eagles on Saturday at 1 p.m.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Jaime Lee plays close to the net to volley to TSU during a doubles match with teammate J ennifer
Liles. Lee and Liles, both freshmen from Henderson, have played together since high school.
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Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.

No Minors o" Batld Nlthts

1 3 Miles south of Murray
12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline Lottery

Beth Ann Slinker ,.
753-7117

Special thanks to Krystal French for a great year.
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The Brothers of
Would
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Daylight·saving time begins Saturday. Don't forget to
set your clocks forward 1 hour!
~
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S•A•V•E 20°/o
On All Pads & Pillows...Area Rugs•..
Baskets....Acrylic Drinkware...
and lots more!
Plus••..All Dining Tables
And Chairs (Plus Glass Tops) lr/, OFF

UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT ST• • MURRAY,
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VIOLAnONS: Infractions translate into minor penalties
From Page 1

head basketball coach," Dennison said. "Even though
Tevester (Anderson, current
Racer head coach) was an assistant then, both us and the
NCAA found he is as clean as a
whistle. None of this should
come down on him."
Mark Gottfried, current head
coach for Alabama University,
and the Racers' head coach at
the time of the infractions, was
not available for comment.
Two other violations pertained to the Murray State football program during the tenure
of current Illinois State Head
Football Coach Denver johnson.
On Aug. 30, 1998, an assistant
football coach drove a prospective
student-athlete
from
Champaign, 111. to Murray,
where the player was housed at
Racer Inn. The student stayed
in Murray two days longer than
allowed by NCAA rules and
did not return home after his
enrollment at Murray State,

Although the report does not
name the four players, the only
academically ineligible players
auring the 1996-97 season,
~ccording to MSU Sports Information, were seniors Aubrey
Reese, Isaac Spencer and Rod
Murray and junior Ray Cunningham.
Dennison said the total
income earned by the players
was between $300 and $400.
Only the arrangement of the
jobs by the coach was a violation, not the jobs preformed.
Reese, Spencer, Murray and
Cunningham had no comment
on the situation.
The other infraction involved
men's
basketball
coaches
recruiting off campus. NCAA
rules only allow two coaches to
recruit off campus at any given
time.
"Both these incidents arose
under a previous athletic
administration and a previous

,_.
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Car Wash
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Ha.-dee's parking lot
April z, IIa.m.·4p.m.
All proceeds will benefit
St. Jude's Hospital
·Up 'Til Dawn

......,

,...

which is also required by the

NCAA.
Dennison said Murray State
forced the player to sit out one
game, which was not required
by the NCAA.
The second football violation
involved former head football
coach Denver Johnson, who
had endorsement deals in
which the income Joh nson
received was not approved by
the University. The ath letic
administration before Dennison's tenure as athletic director did not require coaches in
any sport to obtain written
approval from the University.
Johnson was unavailable for
comment before press time.
Said Dennison in the report:
"I'm thrilled the NCAA didn't
find anything major wrong and
we have worked well with the
NCAA in preventing future
problems with the addition of
our compliance coordinator
and have a good relationsh ip
with the NCAA."

The Murray State News
March 31 , 1000

POOL: Second
pool could follow
From Pap 1
Robertson said.
Dewey Yeatts, associate vice
president of Facilities Management, said with the pool being

heated it will lengthen the use of
the pool.
"We feel students in the early
spring and summer months
would prefer to have an outdoor
pool for recreational and social
events," Yeatts said.
The University has also proposed a request from the state to

RCA: Opposition remains

build a $15 million Natatorium
and Wellness Center, which will
include an indoor swimming
pool.
However, Yeatts said he is not
optimistic about the project.
Said Yeatts: "We are not likely
with our other requests to get a
project like this."

at Residential Hall Honorary Co-President Veri
Todd said. "I know for a number of years elections
have been really low. People feel like they have no
voice. They feel certain people in these Greek organizations are going to win anyway."
While the debate has been heated, Vice President
of Student Affairs Don Robertson said he thinks it
is good for both organizations.
"There is interest, commitment and concern, and
the students are serious about it," Robertson said.
"All the discussion and debate has resulted in a
much better proposal."
The student body will vote on the measure during SGA elections April 11 and 12. RCA will continue discussion and vote on endorsement Monday.
A town meeting was held Thursday night at
Freed Curd Auditorium with representatives from
both organizations. For the story, see www.thenews.org.

From Pap1
Chanta Anderson said the RCA often doesn't
spend the money allotted to it and the association
wants to maintain their autonomy.
"I do think we should get the same amount of
money as SGA," Anderson said. "There were conferences we could not go to because of lack of
funds. Money is a big issue."
Some RCA members are afraid the entire proposal is a way for SGA to take RCA over.
"I strongly believe they don't want to see other
organizations come from the bottom to the top,"
Anderson said.
Some of the strongest opposition is from those
who feel that SGA is Greek run, and if the measure
passes non-members will lose a voice.
"I think SGA has become a Greek thing," Nation-
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"What good is a world of opportunity if I'm too scared to face it"

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
Where Families Com• Together

Don't Put Your Life On Hold.
Social Anxiety affects over 10 million Americans.
•
•

Do you sUffer from these symptoms when In situations In
which you are exposed to possible scrutiny by others?
• Frequent blushing • shaking • sweating • pounding
heart • fear of embarrassment • fear of being Judged •
avoidance of social situations

Are you pregnant?
Unable to parent et this time?
WE CAN HELP!

• Counseling provided
• Pregnancy expenses paid
• You c;hoose loving parents
C1U ToU Free

D1y (800) 542·5245
Evening (800) 820·4091

Four Rivers Clinical Research 2f Paducah
is conduct ing a research study of an Investigational
medicati on for the t reatment of social anxiety disorder. If you
qualify, you receive study-related medical & psychiatric
evaluations, laboratory tests, and Investigat ional medications,
all paid for by the program's pharmaceutical sponsor. A
modest travel stipend is provided for qualif ied participants.

800·445·6992
FOUR RIVERS
~~

CLIN ICAL RESEARCH, INC.
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